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Abstract
We identify the 4D field theories living on the world volume of D4 branes in non-
supersymmetric type IIA string theory constructions. They are softly broken N=2
SQCD with the breakings introduced through vevs of the auxilliary fields in the spurion
coupling field. Exact solutions of these theories for perturbing soft breakings exist in
the literature. We calculate the ratios of string tensions in softly broken N=2 SU(N)
gauge theory testing the recently proposed M-theory prediction. The semi-classical
result of M-theory is renormalized in the non-supersymmetric models.
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1 Introduction
The latest twist in the tale of the deciphering of supersymmetric gauge theories has been
provided by string theory. It has been realized that 4D gauge theories may be constructed
as the effective theory on the world volume of D-branes in string theory [1] [2]-[12] (an
alternative realization of the field theory dualities in string theory has been investigated in
[13]). The moduli spaces of the SQCD theories have in this way been realized geometrically
in the brane language. Initially interest focused on realizing the electro-magnetic dualities
of N=1 SQCD geometrically in these configurations [3]-[6]. The connection was then made
between the brane configurations and the IR solutions of N=2 SQCD [4] [7]-[9]; in particular,
Witten [7] realized that by extending the decription of the type IIA configuration to M-
theory, and hence providing a description of the strong coupling regime of the type IIA theory,
the curve describing the M-theory configuration was precisely that describing the IR physics
of the gauge theory. This techique has then been extended to provide derivations of the
superpotentials of confining N=1 SQCD theories [10] [11]. As proposed in [6] the success of
these methods may be thought of as analogous to the strong coupling expansion on the lattice.
As one moves to M-theory from the Type IIA theory the eleventh compactified dimension’s
radius is increased from zero and its associated Kaluza Klien modes fall in mass from infinity
[10]. Simultaneously the UV coupling increases and the M-theory configuration provides a
semi-classical solution of the strongly coupled model. The solutions are thus for field theories
with extra states but which we hope nevertheless lie in the same universality class as the
SQCD theories we wish to study. The non-renormalization theorems of supersymmetric
theories preserve the semi-classical results into the quantum theory.
The latest success of the string theory approach has been to identify the SQCD string [10]
and the confined bound states [12] in the (M-theory modified) SQCD theories with M-theory
branes ending on the configurations surface. The M-theory predictions for string tensions
are in agreement with the field theory results when N=2 SQCD is broken to N=1 [12]. The
success in qualitatively identifying the theories bound states in some sense supersedes the
field theory successes.
The toughest challenge for these new methods is to move beyond SQCD to non-super-
symmetric theories. Some progress has been made within the context of field theory in
studying the SQCD solutions in the presence of perturbing soft supersymmetry breaking
interactions [17]-[25] such as a gaugino mass. These breakings are introduced through the
vevs of the auxilliary components of spurion coupling fields [17], a technique that allows
the symmetries of the SQCD theories to be preserved into the non-supersymmetric regime.
Unfortunately the decoupling limit for the super partners may not be taken, in N=1 SQCD
because of unknown Kahler terms that contribute directly to the potential of the softly
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broken theories [18], and in N=2 SQCD because of the restrictions of the derivative expan-
sion of the SQCD solution enforcing an expansion in the breaking terms over Λ [19] [21].
Nevertheless these softly broken theories exhibit different behaviour to the SQCD theories.
The soft breakings break the ZN symmetry of SQCD and the theories have a unique vac-
uum. They also display θ-angle dependence [18] [20], typically having phase transitions at
θphys = (odd)π.
Non-supersymmetric D-brane configurations have been proposed in Type IIA string the-
ory [5] [10] and Witten has provided a curve describing the M-theory extension of that
configuration. The first attempt at a quantitative understanding of this set up has appeared
recently in [12]. The authors again construct M-theory branes connecting the surface that
may be interpreted as QCD strings and semi-classically calculate the string tensions. They
suggest that the ratios of string tensions found in the N=1 SQCD theories might carry over
to the N=0 theory.
In this paper we propose an identification of the field theory on this N=0 brane con-
figuration. We expect the breaking of N=2 supersymmetry in 10D string theory by the
string dynamics to appear as spontaneous breaking in the low energy field theory descrip-
tion. Non-renormalizable operators will be suppressed by the scale of the breaking (here
given by the brane tensions and hence of order the Planck mass). Thus any breakings in
the low energy theory will be precisely of the form of soft breakings that may be introduced
through the vevs of auxilliary spurion fields. The N=2 theory has a single spurion coupling,
the gauge coupling τ which is a member of an N=2 spurion multiplet and hence there is a
unique fashion in which the soft breakings may enter the theory. We show that the induced
breakings correctly leave the field content described by the brane configuration.
The identification of the string theory configurations with softly broken SQCD for which
field theory solutions exist (for small breakings) allows us to test the quantitative prediction
of M-theory for the string tensions in these models. We explicitly calculate the string tensions
in the SU(N) theory as one moves away from the supersymmetric point. The semi-classical
M-theory prediction is found to be only the zeroth order contribution to the ratio of string
tensions which have additional contributions that can be expanded in powers of the soft
breaking parameter. We evaluate the ratios to first order in that breaking parameter.
2 Review of N=2 and N=1 Configurations
We begin with a brief overview of the brane configurations describing supersymmetric field
theories (in this paper we restrict our attention to models without matter fields). The
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constructions all consist of Type IIA D4-branes suspended between NS5 branes which lie at
various angles to each other.
2.1 N=2 SQCD
The N=2 SU(N) gauge theory may be realized by the construction [7]-[9] summarized as
# R4 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8 x9
NS 2 − − − • • • •
D4 Nc − • • [−] • • •
(1)
R4 is the space x0 − x3. A dash − represents a direction along a brane’s world wolume
while a dot • is transverse. For the special case of the D4-branes’ x6 direction, where the
world volume is a finite interval corresponding to its suspension between the two NS5 branes
at different values of x6, we use the symbol [−].
The configuration has N=2 supersymmetry in four dimensions. The 4D gauge theory is
realized on the R4 world volume of the D4 branes. Strings connecting the Nc D4-branes give
rise to gauge bosons on the D4-branes’ world volumes. When the D4-branes are coincident
the gauge group is an unbroken SU(Nc) [7]. The D4-branes can be separated in the x
4
and x5 directions in which case the elementary strings are no longer of zero length and so
correspond to massive gauge fields. In general when the D4-branes are separated the gauge
symmetry is U(1)Nc−1. Hence this motion is the geometrical representation of the higgs
mechanism associated with an adjoint scalar in the N=2 theory. The field theory exists on
scales much greater than the L6 distance between the NS5 branes with the fourth space like
direction of the D4-branes generating the coupling of the gauge theory in the effective 4D
theory.
Witten’s IR solution of the model [7] comes from extending the configuration to M-
theory by bringing the compactification radius, R, of the eleventh dimension x10 up from
zero. Whilst the type IIA string theory description of the D4-branes ending on the NS5
branes is a strongly coupled problem it has a smooth M-theory description since both the
D4-branes and NS5 branes are aspects of a single M-theory 5-brane but which in places is
wrapped around the compact x10 direction. Using the compact notation
v = x4 + ix5, t = exp(x6 + ix10)/R (2)
The holomorphic curve Σ describing the field theory configuration above is
t2 +B(v)t+ 1 = 0 (3)
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where B(v) is a polynomial of order Nc in v. The curve is precisely that of the form of the
IR solution of the N=2 field theory.
Recall that the N=2 field theory [14]-[16] has a quantum moduli space corresponding to
different choices of the adjoint vev. The gauge symmetry is generically broken down from
SU(Nc) to U(1)
Nc−1 and the neutral components of the adjoint matter field remain massless.
There are Nc points on the moduli space with Nc− 1 massless monopoles or dyons. At each
point, in the basis where all the local low energy θ angles are set to zero, there are Nc − 1
massless monopoles each charged only under a single U(1) factor. The electric variables are
strongly coupled about these points but the electro-magnetic duality of the theory provides a
weakly coupled dual description of the physics about each point. The electric and magnetic
variables for the Nc−1 massless components of the adjoint matter field, ai and aDi are given
by period integrals of the curve (3). These periods can be translated to the more useful form
of a prepotential appropriate to the local patch of the moduli space [16]. For example the
theory close to a singular point is described by the Lagrangian
L =
Nc−1∑
i
(
1
4π
Im
[∫
d4θ
∂Feff
∂ADi
ADi +
1
2
∫
d2θ
∂2Feff
∂A2Di
W iW i
]
+
∫
d4θ(M †i e
2VDiMi + M˜
†
i e
−2VDiM˜i) + 2
√
2Re
∫
ADiMiM˜i
)
(4)
where Feff is the prepotential [16]
Feff = −iN
2
c Λ
2
2π
− 2NcΛ
π
Nc−1∑
k=1
skADk − i
4π
Nc−1∑
k=1
a2Dk ln
aDk
Λk
+O(a3D) (5)
with
sk = sin
kπ
Nc
, ln
Λk
Λ
=
3
2
+ ln sk (6)
and
Λ = ΛUV e
i2piτ0/b0 , τ0 =
θ0
2π
+ i
4π
g20
(7)
where b0 = 2Nc is the one loop β function coefficient and g0 the UV coupling at scale ΛUV .
We note that at higher order in aDk the U(1) factors begin to mix in the IR effective
theory (in all calculations below we will work at lower order and neglect this complication).
2.2 N=1 SQCD
N=1 SQCD is realized very similarly to the N=2 configuration but by simply rotating one
of the NS5 branes into the x8 − x9 directions. There is in fact a continuous set of N=1
configurations [8] associated in the brane language with rotating the “v-plane” of one NS5
5
brane in the N=2 configuration into the x8 − x9 directions. In the field theory this is
interpreted as smoothly turning on a mass for the adjoint matter field of the N=2 model.
The configuration is now
# R4 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8 x9
NS 1 − − − • • • •
NS 1 − • • • • − −
D4 Nc − • • [−] • • •
(8)
The IR superpotential is again obtained by moving to the M-theory description [10] in
which the curve is described by (with w = x8 + ix9)
t = vNc, vw = ξ (9)
For large v, w ≃ 0 and Σ has a ZNc symmetry but in the interior of the curve the symmetry
is broken by the second equation in (9). The IR superpotential, W = NcΛ
3 ≃ 4πiRNcξ may
be obtained from Σ by performing a volume integral in v, w, ln t space over an appropriate
volume with Σ as one surface (see [10]).
3 N=0 Branes And Field Theory Identification
Our interest here is in the possibility that these brane configurations may be able to shed
light on non-supersymmetric configurations. We will again only consider the matter free case
in the hope of identifying the resulting field theories. As pointed out in [10] an arbitrary
rotation of the v-plane of one NS5 brane of the N=2 configuration in the x4, x5, x7, x8, x9 vol-
ume leads to an N=0 configuration. There are 6 degrees of freedom (SO(5)/SO(2)×SO(3))
associated with these rotations. Witten has provided a discription of the M-theory config-
uration corresponding to models with arbitrary rotations of the v-plane in the x4, x5, x7, x8
volume (we write these four coordinates as the vector ~A). It is a minimal area embedding
solution and takes the form
~A = Re(~pλ+ ~qλ−1)
x6 = −cRNcRe lnλ (10)
x10 = −NcIm lnλ
where ~p and ~q are complex four vectors and with c are chosen to satisfy the Virasoro con-
straint
~p2 = ~q2 = 0, −~p.~q + R
2N2c
2
(1− c2) = 0 (11)
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The supersymmetric configurations of (1) and (8) are realized by the choices: ~p =
(1, i, 0, 0), ~q = (1, i, 0, 0), c = ±1 (N=2), and ~p = (1, i, 0, 0), ~q = (0, 0, 1, i), c = ±1 (N=1). In
addition the N=0 configuration of [5] may be reproduced (~p = (1, i, 0, 0), ~q = (1, 0, i, 0), c =
±(1− 2/N2cR2)1/2)
# R4 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8 x9
NS 1 − − − • • • •
NS 1 − − • • − • •
D4 Nc − • • [−] • • •
(12)
This configuration describes a non-supersymmetric SU(Nc) gauge theory with a real ad-
joint scalar field corresponding to the freedom to separate the D4-branes in the x4 direction.
Can we identify the supersymmetry breaking terms introduced into the N=2 theory on
the brane? The string theory at tree level is a supersymmetric theory. Thus when we
find a low energy description in which supersymmetry is broken it can only be because the
background field configurations (the branes) have induced supersymmetry breaking through
the vevs of fields in the fundamental theory. Supersymmetry breaking is generated by vevs of
the auxilliary fields of chiral superfields. The low energy supersymmetry breaking parameters
are therefore given by these field vevs in a low energy description in which oscillations about
those vevs are ignored. Such fields are called spurion couplings in the field theory. A detailed
discussion of this mechanism in string theory where the supersymmetry breaking is the result
of a choice of compactification is in [21]. In the brane picture these fields also have explicit
realizations. For example the gauge coupling is given by the x6 distance between the two
NS5 branes which can equally be thought of as the vev of a scalar field living on the branes
(describing the brane positions). The oscillations of the scalar are neglected since the branes
are so heavy that any oscillation in the x6 direction is negligible in the low energy field
theory.
If we do not neglect those oscillations then the coupling will appear in the field theory as
a field. This scalar as part of a superfield will have superpartners. For the N=2 configuration
these partners will fill out an N=2 multiplet. In fact as discussed in [21] there is a unique
way in which the coupling may be included in the field theory as a spurion field. It must
appear as a vector multiplet corresponding to a U(1) symmetry [21]. In fact in complete
generality there can be two spurion fields that enter the 4D field theory prepotential as
Fcl = Nc
2π
(S1 + iS2)A
2 (13)
One might be tempted to write S1 and S2 as sums or products of superfields but the spurion
symmetries are such as to constrain those fields to only ever occur in the combinations S1
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and S2. One might also include terms of higher dimension in A (the scalar spurion vev
which is the coefficient must then be zero in the N=2 limit so these terms vanish) but these
terms will generate higher dimension terms in the Lagrangian which are irrelevant for the
low energy physics. The Lagrangian is given by
L = 1
4π
Im
[∫
d4θ
(
∂Fcl
∂A
A¯ +
∂Fcl
∂S1
S¯1 +
∂Fcl
∂S2
S¯2
)
+
∫
d2θ
(
1
2
∂2Fcl
∂A2
WW +
∂2Fcl
∂A∂S1
WW ′ +
1
2
∂2Fcl
∂S21
W ′W ′ (14)
+
∂2Fcl
∂A∂S2
WW
′′
+
1
2
∂2Fcl
∂S22
W
′′
W
′′
+
∂2Fcl
∂S1∂S2
W
′
W
′′
)]
.
Freezing the scalar components of the spurion multiplets’ matter fields generates the coupling
of the pure glue model with s1 + is2 = πτ0/Nc (this normalization is convenient since Λ ∼
exp(i(s1 + is2))).
Since this is the unique way in which a spurion may enter the N=2 SQCD theory there is
a unique way in which soft breakings may be included. That is by also freezing the complex
F -components of the spurion matter fields, F1, F2, or the real D-components of the spurion
vector fields, D1, D2, and generate soft breaking masses
− Nc
8π2
Im
(
(F ∗
1
+ iF ∗
2
)ψαAψ
α
A + (F1 + iF2)λ
αλα + i
√
2(D1 + iD2)ψ
α
Aλ
α
)
− Nc
4π2Im(s1 + is2)
(
(|F1|2 +D21/2)Im(aα)2 + (|F2|2 +D22/2)Re(aα)2 (15)
+ (F1F
∗
2
+ F ∗
1
F2 +D1D2)Im(a
α)Re(aα))
As there is a unique possibility for how these spurions occur in the field theory the string
theory brane configurations have no choice but to break supersymmetry in this fashion.
A number of checks can be performed comparing the field theory and brane configuration
that seem to bare out this statement. Firstly there are six independent degrees of freedom
that break supersymmetry in each case. In the field theory F1, F2, D1, D2. In the brane
configuration there are six independent rotations of one of the NS5 branes that break N=2
supersymmetry to N=0 as can be seen from (1) and (12); the x4 dimension into each of
x7, x8, x9 or the x5 dimension into x7, x8, x9. These rotations each leave a real scalar degree
of freedom massless corresponding to the ability to shift D4 branes in the unrotated one of
those two coordinates. Encouragingly switching on any one of the field theory parameters
also leaves a massless scalar as can be observed in (15). The identification between the
brane picture and the field theory is therefore that each of these six rotations corresponds
to switching on one of the soft breaking parameters.
In the brane picture rotating both of the x4, x5 directions together into the x6, x7 plane
can be performed in a N=1 supersymmetry preserving way [8]. If our identification is correct
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then this should correspond to switching on two of the soft breaking parameters with equal
magnitudes. We indeed find in the field theory that this leaves an N=1 supersymmetric
spectrum; for example setting Re(F2) = Im(F1) = M and all other components zero leaves
the gaugino in the field theory massless. The massive fermion and the two components of
the scalar have a mass consistent with adding to the N=2 theory a term
Nc
4π2
Im
∫
d2θMA2 (16)
These non-trivial consistency checks strongly suggest that the field theory identification
is correct.
4 The QCD Strings
Witten [10] has identified the SQCD string in the M-theory broadened configurations cor-
responding to N=1 SQCD with M-theory two-branes ending on Σ so they appear as strings
in R4. They will take the form of a one-brane on R4 “crossed” with a one-brane outside R4
with each end on Σ. The string outside R4 can be described by
v =
√
ξt
1/Nc
0 exp(2kπiσ/Nc)
w = ξv−1 (17)
where t
1/Nc
0 is a particular Ncth root of t0. σ is a coordinate along the string and runs from 0
to 1. For each choice of k = 1..Nc−1 the string wraps k times in x10 (a string that wraps Nc
times has been shown by Witten to vanish corresponding to the annihilation of Nc mesons
into two baryons). The SQCD string tensions are therefore proportional to the mimimal
possible length of the string in (17)
√
|∆v|2 + |∆w|2 = 2
√
ξ
√
t
2/Nc
0 + t
−2/Nc
0 sin(πk/Nc) (18)
The minimum of this length is when t0 = 1. These theories therefore have Nc − 1 different
SQCD strings with ratios of string tensions [12]
Tk
Tl
=
sin pik
Nc
sin pil
Nc
(19)
In [12] it has been shown that this result holds for the complete set of N=1 brane configura-
tions obtained by smoothly rotating the v-plane of one NS5 brane into the N=2 configuration.
This result is in agreement with the calculated string tensions in models where N=2 SU(Nc)
SQCD is broken to N=1 with adjoint matter mass [15].
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A similar M-theory calculation can be carried out for strings in the N=0 configurations
[12]. The QCD strings are again two-branes in the M-theory. By the symmetry of the brane
set up the minimal length strings outside R4 connecting Σ and wrapping k times around x10
will lie at x6 = 0 and hence the end points will lie at the points parameterized in (10) by
λ = eiσ1 , eiσ2 , with σ1 − σ2 = 2πk/Nc. The ratios of string lengths is again given by (19).
The authors of [12] proposed that this semi-classical result may hold in the N=0 quantum
theory. We test this quantitative prediction in the next section.
5 N=0 Field Theory Calculation of String Tensions
We have identified the field theories corresponding to the low energy description of the N=0
brane configurations as N=2 SQCD softly broken by the N=2 τ spurion vevs. These models
have been studied and solved [21]-[23] for small perturbing soft breakings (corresponding to
small angle rotations relative to the starting N=2 configuration in the brane picture). We
will make use of these solved models to test the M-theory predictions for the ratios of string
tensions described above.
The quantum theory of the softly broken models is described by a prepotential that is
holomorphic in Ai and Sj (below we denote S1 = AD1, S2 = AD2 and the Nc−1 U(1) sectors
by the index i). The occurence of the spurions is known from the N=2 solutions since their
lowest component vevs are simply τ0. That is the prepotential remains that of (5). Note
that Si are globally defined variables while Ai and ADi are only locally defined on the N=2
moduli space. The N=0 theory with Nc = 2 has been completely studied [21] and the global
minimum lies close to the singular point on the N=2 moduli space with a massless monopole.
For larger Nc the theory is strongly believed [22] to behave similarly pinning the potential
near the singular point with Nc − 1 massless monopoles. We shall study the theory in the
local coordinates appropriate to that patch of parameter space. The theory is described by
L = ∑
i,j
(
1
4π
Im
∫
d4θ
∂Feff
∂ADi
A¯Di +
1
8π
Im
∫
d2θ
(
∂2Feff
∂ADi∂ADj
WiWj
)
+
∫
d4θM †i e
2VDiMi + M˜
†
i e
−2VDiM˜i + 2
√
2Re
∫
ADiMiM˜i
)
(20)
with Feff given by (5). Performing the superspace integrals [22] we obtain the potential
V =
∑
i
[
1
2bii
(|mi|2 + |m˜i|2)2 + 2|aDi|2(|mi|2 + |m˜i|2)
+
1
bii
(√
2(b1iF
∗
1
+ b2iF
∗
2
)mim˜i +
√
2(b1iF1 + b2iF2)mim˜i
)
+
1
bii
(b1iD1 + b2iD2)(mi|2 − |m˜i|2)
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+
1
bii
(
b2
1i(|F1|2 +
1
2
D2
1
) + b2
2i(|F2|2 +
1
2
D2
2
) + b1ib2i(F1F
∗
2
+ F ∗
1
F2 +D1D2)
)]
−b11(|F1|2 + 1
2
D2
1
)− b22(|F2|2 + 1
2
D2
2
)− b12(F1F ∗2 + F ∗1F2 +D1D2) (21)
where
bij =
1
4π
Im
∂2Feff
∂ai∂aj
(22)
For simplicity we set the spurion components D1 = D2 = 0. Minimizing with respect to
mi and m˜i leads to the result (see [22] for details)
V = −b11|F1|2 − b22|F2|2 − b12(F ∗1F2 + F1F ∗2 )
+
∑
i
[
b2
1i
bii
|F1|2 + b
2
2i
bii
|F2|2 + b1ib2i
bii
(F ∗1F2 + F1F
∗
2 ) − 2
ρ4i
bii
]
(23)
and
ρ2i = |mi|2 = |m˜i|2 = −bii|aDi|2 −
|b1iF1 + b2iF2|ǫ±√
2
(24)
where ǫ± is dynamically determined between its two possible values ±1.
We may now find the minimum of the potential using the form of the prepotential in
(5). For most choices of soft breakings and Λ it is sufficient to work to order |aDi|2 to find
the minimum. For special choices of parameters, for example taking Λ real (θ = 0) and only
F2 6= 0, the |aDi|2 terms in the potential can be made to vanish and one must go to order
|aDi|4. It is sufficient for displaying the behaviour of the models to work at order |aDi|2 and
we find
〈aDi〉 = iΛ
4
√
2
(|F1|2 − |F2|2 + i(F ∗1F2 + F1F ∗2 ))
(|Re(Λ)F1 − Im(Λ)F2|) (25)
Let us now consider some special cases of this result. Firstly when F2 = iF1 = iM the
tree level theory was N=1 supersymmetric. The IR solution is just the familiar result of [15],
〈aDi〉 = 0 (which can be shown to all orders from (23)) and hence
ρi =
√
2Nc
4π2
siΛ
∗M (26)
The string tensions are given by [26]
Tk = 2π|〈mkm˜k〉| = 2π|ρk| (27)
and are proportional to sin(kπ/Nc) in agreement with the M-theory calculation (19).
We may also calculate the string tensions in the non-supersymmetric theories. As an
example we take |F1| = f1, F2 = 0 and θ = 0. These theories correspond to those in the
string theory where the v-plane of one NS5 brane is rotated between the configurations of
11
(1) and (12). We can of course only keep control of the solution for small soft breakings
corresponding to small angles of rotation away from the N=2 configuration. The minimum
of the potential corresponds to
〈aDi〉 = if1
4
√
2
, ρ2i =
√
2NcΛf1si
4π2
+
f 21
64π2
+
f 21
256π2
ln(f1/4
√
2siΛ) (28)
The resulting ratios of string tensions is
Tk
Tl
=
sk
sl
+
√
2
32NΛ
sl − sk
s2l
[
1 +
1
4
ln
f1
4
√
2Λ
+
1
4
sk ln sl − sl ln sk
sl − sk
]
f1 + O(f 21 ) . (29)
The string tension prediction approaches the semi-classical M-theory prediction as f1 → 0
but is renormalized in the softly broken theory. This is perhaps not so great a surprise. As the
authors of [12] point out, the semi-classical results are correct in the supersymmetric theories
because supersymmetry endows these quantities with a non-renormalization property. There
is no such property in the softly broken theories and a priori one should not expect the semi-
classical calculation to hold in the non-supersymmetric theory. In some sense though we
view (29) as a success of the semi-classical M-theory calculation since the zeroth order term
is the M-theory result.
6 Conclusions
We have argued that N=0 D-brane configurations recently proposed in the literature corre-
spond to softly broken N=2 SQCD where the soft breakings result from expectation values
of the N=2 spurion coupling τ . These theories are solvable for small soft breakings (cor-
responding to small rotations away from the N=2 configuration in the brane language). A
semi-classical calculation of the string tensions in the theory can be made from the M-theory
and agrees with the supersymmetric field theory solutions. The equivalent calculation for
N=0 theories has been performed in [12] and proposed as the correct description of the
quantum theory. We stress that any such predictions are testable in quantitatively solved
non-supersymmetric field theories. We have explicitly calculated the ratio of string tensions
in the N=0 field theories showing that at leading order in the soft breaking the N=0 models
renormalize the M-theory result. Unfortunately this result seems to put pay to any hope of
obtaining quantitative results about QCD from the M-theory construction.
Finally we comment on possible lattice tests of (29) [25] [27]. Unfortunatly these will
be difficult. Lattice regularization explicitly breaks supersymmetry and, while one might
hope to recover supersymmetry in the continuum limit, in practice one recovers the model
with all possible breaking terms allowed by the gauge symmetry. For pure glue N=1 SQCD
12
the only possible such term is a gaugino mass which is a soft breaking of supersymmetry
[28]. In the N=2 theory though there is no such promise and we expect explicit hard
breakings to be present. To obtain the softly broken theories discussed above would require
the tuning of many bare lattice operators. Tuning to the supersymmetric point would be
equally troublesome but were it identified one might hope to see the string tensions tending
to the M-theory ratio (our zeroth order result) as that point is approached.
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